A new algorithm is reported which builds an alignment between two protein structures. The algorithm involves a combinatorial extension (CE) of an alignment path defined by aligned fragment pairs (AFPs) rather than the more conventional techniques using dynamic programming and Monte Carlo optimization. AFPs, as the name suggests, are pairs of fragments, one from each protein, which confer structure similarity. AFPs are based on local geometry, rather than global features such as orientation of secondary structures and overall topology. Combinations of AFPs that represent possible continuous alignment paths are selectively extended or discarded thereby leading to a single optimal alignment. The algorithm is fast and accurate in finding an optimal structure alignment and hence suitable for database scanning and detailed analysis of large protein families. The method has been tested and compared with results from Dali and VAST using a representative sample of similar structures. Several new structural similarities not detected by these other methods are reported. Specific one-on-one alignments and searches against all structures as found in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) can be performed via the Web at http://cl.sdsc.edu/ce.html.
Introduction
There is no exact solution to the protein structure alignment problem, only the best solution for the heuristics used in the calculation. As such, various heuristic approaches has been suggested (for reviews see Holm and Sander, 1994; Gibrat et al., 1996; Godzik, 1996) . The crucial question then becomes, how good is a particular choice of heuristic and what is the computational cost of the search? In this work a new algorithm is proposed which is fast and robust in finding an accurate 3D structure alignment, including cases with low structure homology. Existing algorithms for structure alignment mostly attempt global optimization of the alignment path for some similarity measure using dynamic programming (Orengo et al., 1992) , Monte Carlo (Holm and Sander, 1993) , 3D clustering (Vriend and Sander, 1991; Fischer et al., 1992) or graph theory (Alexandrov, 1996) . Dynamic programming approaches solve the optimization task exactly, but are dependent on the target function, which may not reflect critical information about the alignment of other parts of the molecule. Monte Carlo and 3D clustering algorithms allow a better choice of target function but are sensitive to the optimization protocol. Further, the search space for these algorithms may be large. The combinatorial extension (CE) algorithm proposed here provides a significant reduction in the search space and empirically establishes a reasonable target function for the heuristics used. The target function assumes that first, the alignment path is continuous when including gaps, and second, there is one optimal match. CE will not resolve so-called 'nontopological' similarities (Alexandrov and Fischer, 1996) , where the order of polypeptide fragments in the structure alignment does not follow their order in the sequence. There is an analogous approach to CE previously used for multiple sequence alignments (Johnson and Doolittle, 1986) .
Various protein properties can be used to measure structure similarity. Recently a comprehensive set of properties was introduced and tested for structure comparison (Ponomarenko et al., manuscript submitted) . Various properties can also be used with the combinatorial extension algorithm, for example: (i) structure superposition as rigid bodies; (ii) inter-residue distances, (iii) environmental properties (for example, exposure, secondary structure), (iv) conformational properties (for example, bond angles, dihedral angles and orientation with respect to the protein center of mass). This paper is limited to an analysis using (i) and (ii), however, the use of (iii) and (iv) is work in progress (Shindyalov,I.N. and Bourne,P.E., manuscript submitted).
Materials and methods

Definition of the alignment path
The alignment between two protein structures A and B of length n A and n B , respectively, is considered the longest continuous path P of AFPs of size m in a similarity matrix, S, of size (n A -m)·(n B -m) representing all possible AFPs that conform to the criteria for structure similarity. One of the following three conditions should be satisfied for every two consecutive AFPs i and iϩ1 in the alignment path:
where p i A is the AFP's starting residue position in protein A at the i th position in the alignment path; similarly for p i B . Condition (1) describes two consecutive AFPs aligned without gaps and conditions (2) and (3) represent two consecutive AFPs aligned with gaps inserted in proteins A and B, respectively.
Combinatorial extension of the alignment path
The alignment path is constructed from AFPs of fixed size m (8 is a reasonable choice as shown empirically, see below). That is, one fragment of length m from the first protein and another fragment from the second protein form a pair if they satisfy a similarity criterion described below. The first AFP starting the path can be selected at any position within the similarity matrix S, consecutive AFPs are added such that conditions (1-3) are satisfied. To limit the gap size, conditions (2) and (3) are enhanced by the addition of the following two conditions, respectively:
where G is the maximum allowable size of the gap (30 is a reasonable choice as determined empirically, see below). Similarities which require gaps longer than G may be misrepresented or missed by the algorithm. Compute time is proportional to G, thus G should be kept as small as possible, but not too small as to have a negative impact on the search resolution.
Heuristics for similarity evaluation and path extension
There are several alternative alignment strategies that differ in computation time and accuracy. In the course of this study we limit the evaluation of similarity to the following three distance measures:
(i) distance D ij calculated using an 'independent' set of interresidue distances, where each residue participates once and only once in the selected distance set:
(ii) distance D ij calculated using a full set of inter-residue distances, where all possible distances except those for neighboring residues are evaluated:
(iii) r.m.s.d. obtained from structures optimally superimposed as rigid bodies using least-squares minimization (Hendrickson, 1979) .
Where:
D ij denotes the distance between two combinations of two fragments from proteins A and B defined by two AFPs at positions i and j in the alignment path where i j (Figure 1a ). In the case of a single AFP, that is where i ϭ j, the distance is given as D ii (Figure 1b Distance measure (i) is used to evaluate the combination of two AFPs, one already in the alignment path and one to be added, and distance measure (ii) is used to evaluate a single AFP, i.e., how well two protein fragments forming an AFP match each other. Distance measure (iii) is used as the last step in selecting the few best alignments and for optimizing gaps in the final alignment (see the next section).
The following three major path extension strategies can be used when adding the next AFP to the alignment path: 740 (i) Consider all possible AFPs that extend the path and satisfy the similarity criteria. (ii) Consider only the best AFP (described subsequently) which extends the path and satisfies the similarity criteria. (iii) Use some intermediate strategy.
The first strategy defines an exhaustive combinatorial search for the optimal path, while the second strategy defines a limited search among the best paths. It is shown that the second strategy is sufficient to reveal structure similarities when combined with some path evaluation heuristics. The second strategy is far superior in performance.
Another important aspect is the selection of starting point for the alignment path. We normally consider all possible starting points in the similarity matrix S which satisfy the similarity criteria. In searching for the alignment of maximum length, all starting points not leading to an alignment of length greater than the length of the longest alignment found thus far are discarded. This saves computational time, but limits matches to one per polypeptide chain.
Extension of the alignment path is based solely on the distance criteria. Neither the size of the gap, nor the statistical significance of the alignment path is considered at this point in the analysis. The longest alignment path is now evaluated for statistical significance (represented as a z-score). This is done by evaluating the probability of finding an alignment path of the same length with the same or smaller number of gaps and distance from a random comparison of structures using a non-redundant set (Hobohm et al., 1992) . The alignment path for the random set is calculated in the same way as an alignment path for two structures of interest. The z-score of a particular alignment (z) is calculated by numerically solving Equation 8 for z using a normal distribution with an average value of 0 and a standard deviation of 1:
where: z is the z-score of alignment
i is the number of the AFP in the alignment path D obs , G obs is the observed distance score (according to Equation 11) and number of gaps for the alignment path under consideration, respectively.
D i
av , D i sd is the sample average and standard deviation, respectively for the distance score for paths of length i in a random comparison of structures taken using a variety of polypeptide chains and starting points. G i av , G i sd is the sample average and standard deviation, respectively for the gap score for paths of length i in a random comparison of structures. The following heuristics have been utilized in deciding whether a path should be extended. Decisions are made at three levels:
(i) single AFP (ii) AFP against the path (iii) whole path This results in the following three conditions, respectively: 
where D ij is the distance between aligned fragments defined by the AFPs i and j in the alignment path and n is the next AFP to be considered for addition to the alignment path of n-1 AFPs in length. D 0 and D 1 are similarity thresholds with typical values of D 0 ϭ 3 Å and D 1 ϭ 4 Å.
It was shown empirically that the most accurate alignment occurs when the selection of the best AFP and extension of the path is done in three steps: (i) all candidate AFPs are selected based on condition 9; (ii) the best AFP is chosen based on condition 10; and (iii) the decision to extend or terminate the path is made based on condition 11. Optimization of the final path A final optimization has been added which contributes up to 2 Å improvement in the r.m.s.d. between two protein structures. It is only applied to alignments with z-scores above a certain threshold (normally 3.5) and is implemented in three steps: (i) the 20 best paths at the end of the search are evaluated based upon r.m.s.d. and the best one selected; (ii) each gap in this single alignment is evaluated for possible relocation in both directions up to m/2 positions, where m is the AFP size, and if the r.m.s.d. of superimposed structures (Hendrickson, 1979) indicates improvement, then modified gap boundaries are adopted; and (iii) iterative optimization using dynamic programming (Needleman and Wunch, 1970 ) is performed on the distance matrix calculated using residues from the two superimposed structures. The gap penalty is 5 for initiation 741 and 0.5 for extension with the elements of the distance matrix
where d 0 is a constant at every optimization cycle. Optimization begins at d 0 ϭ 2 and d 0 is incremented by 0.5 in every cycle. Optimization continues until either of two conditions is satisfied: (i) alignment length is less than 95% of alignment length before optimization; (ii) r.m.s.d. is less than 110% of r.m.s.d. at the cycle when condition i was first satisfied. Others have performed the same form of iterative optimization, for example see Feng and Sippl (1996) . Terminal gaps have not been penalized. Iteration attempts to increase the alignment length found previously while keeping the r.m.s.d. at about the same level. Such optimization did not have significant impact on the computation time for database searches since it is performed only in a limited number of cases where the z-score is sufficiently high. A z-score of 3.5 and above corresponds to a probability of 10 -3 or smaller. Thus, for a search sample of 1000 structures, one would match by chance. Given that the number of different folds in the PDB (Bernstein et al., 1977 ) is estimated to be close to 1000 (Chothia, 1992) , there is likely to be a single error or less in each search of the complete PDB.
Results
Test case: phycocyanin versus colicin A
The initial goal was to empirically determine the best values for various parameters used in a CE based structure comparison to balance accuracy and sensitivity against computational cost. We used the known structure similarity between bacterial toxin colicin A (PDB code 1COL:A) and phycocyanin (PDB code 1CPC:L), a member of the globin superfamily, as a test case for the CE alignment algorithm (Tables I and II For all calculations an 'independent' set of distances was used and the 'best' path. length. Tests with significantly variant chain lengths and large variations in known homology (not shown) did not cause the optimum values of these parameters to change significantly.
[Test was performed on the following pairs of similar protein chains from Tables I and II are calculated without optimization of the final path so as to evaluate the capabilities of a pure AFP-based alignment (Figure 2 ). After optimization of the final path (described subsequently) the alignment calculated Chains with identical sequences were excluded, i.e., one protein chain representing all chains with identical sequences was used as follows: Table I ). However, the difference in computation time was more than sixfold in both cases. Thus, use of the independent set of distances provides a significant advantage in computation time for little loss in accuracy.
A comparison using the best AFP versus all possible AFP combinations (items 7 versus 8 and 9 versus 10 in Table I) indicates some loss in the number of aligned positions for a two-to fivefold increase in speed.
The effect of different threshold values, D 1 , is seen from a comparison of items 1, 4 and 7 from Table I. The length of the alignment increases from 88 to 120 when the threshold increases from 2.5 to 5.0 Å. At the same time the r.m.s.d. goes up from 3.2 to 4.3 and then goes down again to 3.9. The latter decrease in r.m.s.d. can be explained as follows. An alignment between two structures includes areas of high and low similarity and at a certain point on the alignment path the overall similarity may drop below the threshold leading to a termination of the path. A higher D 1 may allow the detection of a path which has been terminated in the middle at a lower threshold value but which overall has a better r.m.s.d.
Increasing D 0 and D 1 increases the computational cost, but finds longer alignments. The choice of higher thresholds offsets the effect of analyzing less combinations (compare items 1 and 8 in Table I) , and results in a loss of only 0.2 Å in accuracy. The loss in accuracy associated with the choice of a faster search strategy is eventually compensated by optimization of the final path, resulting in an accuracy of 3.2 Å for the final alignment. Optimization of the final path would also help in those cases where the optimal alignment has dissimilarity in the middle. While the complete path is not detected during path extension, it will likely be completed during the optimization stage.
The effect of different AFP sizes is illustrated in Table II . With longer AFPs there are fewer places where gaps can be adopted which decreases the accuracy, but also the computational cost. With shorter AFPs the significance of a single AFP and of a comparison between two AFPs drops because shorter fragments have a higher chance of an accurate match. Empirically it has been determined that a fragment of size 8 balances both requirements and has an acceptable computational cost. As stated previously, a dynamic AFP size (m) could be used to balance speed of computation against the sensitivity of finding an alignment. However, this is not deemed necessary for searching the current PDB. 
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Detecting members of the same protein family
The goal was to determine how well CE could detect members of the same protein family using a single member as a target probe. We used as a test the protein kinases for which over 30 structures are available in the PDB (Smith et al., 1997) .
The results of a search against the complete PDB using the quaternary complex of cAMP dependent protein kinase in a closed conformation (1ATP:E) as a probe structure is presented in Table III . These results were subsequently compared to VAST (Madej et al., 1995) and Dali (Holm and Sander, 1993) using databases of August, 1997. All three methods find the major family members. Differences result from recent structures being absent from Dali and VAST (the database used by CE is updated nightly from the PDB archives), for example, 1WFC:_. Further minor differences are found in the relatively weak similarities, which are not part of the family, but may be interesting from a biological perspective, for example, other nucleotide binding proteins. Three examples of structure homology found by one of the three methods, but not the other two are: (The overall length of the polypeptide chain is given in parentheses followed by the number of residues that match Table V . Examples of similarities found by CE and not detected by Dali (Holm and Sander, 1993) and VAST (Madej et al., 1995) No.
Chain 1 Table VI. Comparison of structure alignments for 10 'difficult' structures from obtained by three methods: Dali (Holm and Sander, 1993) , VAST (Madej et al., 1995) , and CE 745 and the r.m.s.d. for that match.) Implications of these findings, that is, differences in the twilight zone of structural similarity are discussed subsequently.
Comparing members of the same protein family
Within a given protein family it is possible to highlight similarities and differences in structural features with CE. Figure 5 illustrates the structural alignment of two cyclindependent protein kinases, the uncomplexed monomer (1HCL:_) in the open state and the complex with cyclin and P27 (1JSU:A) in the closed state. While the sequences of the uncomplexed and complexed state are almost identical with 96.2% homology (Figure 5a ), there are significant conformational differences (Figure 5b ). Differences are found in both the active site (center of Figure 5b ) where P27 mimics ATP binding and in the small N-terminal lobe (top of Figure  5b ) where P27 binds in an extended conformation (Russo et al., 1996) .
Detecting a protein fold
The goal was to recognize a particular protein fold, namely a 4-helical up-and-down bundle. Proteins known to exhibit that fold were chosen using the 'structure classification of proteins' (SCOP) resource (Murzin et al., 1995) . The search was performed using a probe subset of three query chains: the ligand binding domain of the aspartate receptor (2ASR:_), cytochrome B562 (256B:A), and the tobacco mosaic virus viral coat protein (2TMV:P). All 24 target chains were found with a z-score of 4.0 and above. Additionally, a number of polypeptide chains classified as different folds by SCOP had significant similarity to the 3 probe polypeptide chains (Table IV) . Similarities involving chains not yet classified in SCOP are excluded. Similarities are to polypeptide chains in a closely related classification. For example, apolipophorin-III (1AEP:_) is a five-helix bundle, where four of the helices overlap and the order of the helices correspond to the probe structure. These similarities support the notion of a small number of classifications (Orengo et al., 1994) where each distinct classification (e.g., all alpha) has a spectrum of folds (e.g., 4-and 5-helix bundles).
Comparison with other Web accessible 3D structure comparison methods: Dali and VAST CE was compared to results from Dali as found in FSSP (Holm and Sander, 1996) and VAST as found in MMDB (Hogue et al., 1996) , two Web-accessible resources for comparing the 3D structure of proteins.
The first experiment used a set of unique structures assigned by Dali (using FSSP results of August 27, 1997). Using CE we searched for similarities within this set and compared the search results to assignments made by VAST. Most similarities found by CE and not found by Dali and VAST are relatively short alignments (less than 100 residues) and often involve small proteins (Table V) The second experiment involved 10 'difficult' similarities from a representative sample of known structurally related proteins Table VI) . Given a typical z-score cutoff value for each method (i.e., 3.5 for CE), nine out of the 10 similarities was found with CE, eight with Dali and VAST. The number of matched positions for CE differed on average by 14% from Dali and VAST. In eight of a total of 15 cases the number of aligned residues was larger than that reported by either Dali or VAST. Similarly, the r.m.s.d. was smaller or the same in 7 of the 15 cases. For all methods, the larger the number of matched positions, the larger the r.m.s.d.
Discussion
These results demonstrate that the combinatorial extension (CE) approach yields a good search resolution for finding structural similarity in proteins. Depending on the search criteria, the length of a structural match can be extended or shortened with a corresponding increase or decrease, respectively, in r.m.s.d. CE and the associated heuristics reported here provide a structural search capability comparable to other Web-accessible methods, namely Dali and VAST. Differences come between structures with low structure similarity, which, from a functional perspective, may be the most interesting. The task becomes one of elevating comparisons that currently reside in the noise, from pure geometric-based comparison methods, to the top of the list based on additional information. Until then users should work with all available geometric methods and carefully sift the twilight zone for interesting geometric comparisons.
Finding a geometric similarity in 3D structure does not necessarily imply functional similarity, it may only imply an 746 energetically favorable conformation. In fact a dissimilarity in 3D structure may imply biological significance as was illustrated for the cyclin-dependent protein kinases ( Figure 5) . Part of the enzyme's active site had undergone a conformational change between inactive and active forms. Using the inactive form as the probe may not reveal the active form of the enzyme as a target based on pure geometric considerations unless care is taken with the search criteria, which implies some a priori knowledge about the system under study. To search for biologically meaningful alignments requires that other comparable properties be taken into account. A step in this direction has been taken (Ponomarenko et al., manuscript submitted) where a total of 495 geometric and physicochemical properties have been considered, but using a different similarity criteria. Another approach is to apply the CE algorithm to this larger set of properties, including the appropriate heuristics. This is work in progress and some initial results are reported elsewhere (Shindyalov,I.N. and Bourne,P.E., manuscript submitted).
Some performance metrics using different alignment parameters are given in Table I . The time to align two structures is highly dependent on the length of the polypeptide chains and the length of the overlap established from the optimal path. Table VII provides timings for several test cases. A random sample of 100 structures returned an average alignment time of 20 seconds per structure using a single Sun Microsystems Inc. Ultra Sparc II processor (248 Mhz). These times are short enough for interactive Web access.
One-on-one structure alignment using CE is available via the Web at http://cl.sdsc.edu/ce.html. Users may select complete or partial polypeptide chains from the PDB, or upload their own coordinates in PDB format. Statistics for the alignment are returned along with the sequence alignment resulting from the structure alignment. Users may download atomic coordinates of the superimposed structures or view them using Rasmol (Sayle and Milner-White, 1995) as a helper application called from a Web browser. A Java applet (Compare3D) is also available for more detailed analysis.
An all-by-all comparison similar to that used in constructing the latest FSSP (Holm and Sander, 1998 ) is complete. Based on sequence identity and similarity the approximate 11 000 polypeptide chains in the current PDB were reduced to a set of approximately 1800 unique chains, for a total search time of approximately 209 days using an Ultra Sparc II processor. Since comparisons could be performed in parallel using a 256 processor Cray T3E results were produced in less than one day of Cray T3E time. The initial comparison is then updated on a daily basis using a desktop workstation, even given a near-exponential growth rate in the number of structures becoming available. Searches of the precomputed all-by-all comparison are available from the same Web site. Full details of the complete database will be published elsewhere.
Searches against the complete PDB database using a coordinate set not found in the PDB are possible at the same Web address with results being mailed to the submitter. Users wishing to run CE locally should contact one of the authors for the software. Binaries are available for several major UNIX platforms.
